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Significance
Even though the amine reactive BS2G and DSG cross-linkers have the same length of spacer and are
based on N-hydroxysuccinimidic group, our data showed that each of them formed preferentially with
different cross-links. We demonstrated that the choice of cross-linker can have a significant impact on
the output data for structural characterization of biomolecules. Using equimolar mixtures of DSG with
d6-BS2G, and BS2G with d6-DSG, we established that the polar BS2G preferentially bound to polar
regions of modified molecule, whereas non-polar DSG bound to hydrophobic regions. This
phenomenon established that the mixture of polar and non-polar cross-linkers acted as an efficient tool
for the determination of distance constraints in proteins.
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Abstract
The combination of chemical cross-linking and mass spectrometry is currently a progressive
technology for deriving structural information of proteins and protein complexes. In addition,
chemical cross-linking is a powerful tool for stabilizing macromolecular complexes for single particle
cryo-electron microscopy. Broad pallets of cross-linking chemistry, currently available for the
majority of cross-linking experiments, still rely on the amine-reactive N-hydroxysuccinimide esters
targeting mainly N-termini and lysine side chains. These cross-linkers are divided into two groups:
water soluble and water insoluble; and research teams prefer one or another speculating on the benefits
of their choice. However, the effect of cross-linker polarity on the outcome of cross-linking reaction
has never been studied. Herein, we use both polar (bis(sulfosuccinimidyl) glutarate) and non-polar
(disuccinimidyl glutarate) cross-linkers and systematically investigated the impact of cross-linker
hydrophobicity on resulting distance constraints, using bovine serum albumin as a model protein.

1. Introduction
Combination of chemical cross-linking and mass spectrometry (CXMS) is a popular technique for
structural characterization of proteins and their complexes. Since the inception of CXMS’s use for
single protein structural study two decades ago 1, it is expanding as an alternative technique to high
resolution spectroscopic methods of structural biology. The advantages of CXMS are small sample
requirement, no limitation in protein size, native environment working condition, high sensitivity and
fast data processing. All these aspects make CXMS very effective for proteins or their complexes that
are difficult to solve by crystallography or NMR alone. In the majority of experiments reported, a
protein or protein complex reacted with a bifunctional cross-linker that introduced a covalent bond
between residues that were in close proximity2. The cross-linked protein was then digested, and the
generated peptide mixture was analyzed by mass spectrometry for identifying the cross-linked
peptides 3. Such distance constraints were subsequently utilized for structural model design 4–6.
CXMS is well known for generating distance constraints for building the structural models of
proteins and protein complexes.7 In this regard, a diverse repertoire of the cross-linking chemistry is
currently available utilizing homobifunctional 1,8,9, heterobifunctional 9,10 and photo-active 11,12
chemical probes. The number of restraints is insufficient to build a reliable structural model ab-initio,
if one restraint is required per ten amino acids 4,5. To increase the number of restraints, higher amount
of cross-linking probe can be considered for the reaction. However, high concentration of cross-linker
triggers an artificial conformation change due to the disruption of local electrostatic interactions.
Further structural perturbations are caused by stabilizing a low-populated conformation or by limiting
protein flexibility. Artificial conformational change exposes previously protected site and makes it
accessible to the cross-linker 13. Such findings advocate for a novel protocol allowing the detection of
sufficient number of distance constraints by keeping the concentration of cross-linker low.
A broad pallet of cross-linking chemistry, currently available for the majority of cross-linking
experiment still rely on the amine-reactive N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) esters targeting mainly Ntermini and lysine side chains. Thus, our efforts focus on these chemical probes in detail. These
homobifunctional NHS-esters can be, in principle, divided into two categories: water soluble and
water insoluble; and researchers preferred one or another based on their benefits. Although both
hydrophilic 1,14 and hydrophobic 15,16 cross-linkers were successfully utilized to derive restraints for a
design of structural model of proteins and protein complexes, the effect of cross-linker polarity on the
outcome of the cross-linking reaction has not been studied yet. Herein, we used both polar
(bis(sulfosuccinimidyl) glutarate, BS2G) and non-polar (disuccinimidyl glutarate, DSG) cross-linkers
(Figure 1) and systematically investigated the impact of cross-linker hydrophobicity on resulting
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distance constraints. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) was incubated with different mixtures consisting of
regular and isotopically labeled probes, and the isotopic signature was exploited to determine the
origin of identified cross-links. Subsequent quantification ratio of polar or non-polar probes in
situations was done where both chemical probes form cross-links17. Such approach enabled the
identification of five and two cross-links favoring DSG and BS2G, respectively, and 32 cross-links
without significant preferences for cross-linker hydrophobicity. Based on these observations, BSA was
also cross-linked using BS2G, DSG alone and with their equimolar mixture. Further, 46 and 47 crosslinks were identified for BS2G and DSG, respectively, and 67 cross-links were determined for
BS2G/DSG equimolar mixture. The ratio of cross-linker over the protein was kept identical to
experiments where only polar or non-polar probe was taken into account.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Chemicals and Materials
BSA
was
purchased
from
Merck
(USA).
Disuccinimidyl
glutarate
(DSG),
bis(sulfosuccinimidyl)glutarate (BS2G), and its six deuterated analogs were bought from Creative
Molecules Inc. (USA). In addition, control experiments were prepared with DSG and BS2G crosslinkers and its four deuterated analogs obtained from ProteoChem (USA). Trypsin/Lys-C mass
spectrometry grade proteases from Promega Corporation (USA) were used for digestion. All solvents
used for HPLC analysis were LC/MS grade, purchased from Thermo Scientific (USA). Additional
chemicals reported in this paper were purchased from Merck (USA) with the highest available purity.

2.2. Chemical cross-linking
DSG, BS2G and equimolar mixtures composed of DSG/BS2G, DSG/d6-BS2G and d6-DSG/BS2G
were used for modification of 10 µM solution of BSA in 20 mM HEPES, 20 mM NaCl (pH 7.5)
buffer. Additionally, control experiments using mixtures of DSG/d4-DSG and BS2G/d4-BS2G were
performed. All previously mentioned cross-linkers and mixtures were prepared to a concentration of
10 mg/ml using anhydrous DMSO and added to BSA solution in 100 × molar excess. Reactions were
done for 30 minutes at room temperature. Before digestion, disulfide bonds were reduced with 20 mM
Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) at 56 °C for 20 minutes. Free cysteines were alkylated with
20 mM iodoacetamide (IAA) at room temperature for 20 minutes in the dark. After modification,
samples were diluted by 5 times with a solution of 50 mM 4-ethylmorpholine buffer (pH 8.5):AcN
(80:20 v/v); subsequently, trypsin/Lys-C was added (protein:enzyme ratio 1:20). Samples were
digested overnight at 37 °C. Digested mixture was quenched with TFA to a final concentration of
0.1% and subsequently dried by SpeedVac (Eppendorf, Germany). All cross-linking experiments were
triplicated for consistency.

2.3. LC-MS/MS analysis
Prior to the LC-MS analysis, digestion mixture was reconstituted with 20 µl of 0.1% formic acid. For
analysis, 1 µg of BSA peptide was injected and analyzed with Agilent 1200 series HPLC system
equipped with desalting pre-column (Zorbax 300SB-C18 5 μm, 0.3×5 mm) followed by analytical
column (Zorbax 300SB-C18 3.5 μm, 0.3×150 mm from Agilent Technologies(USA)) heated to 60°C.
A flow rate of 10 μl/min with acetonitrile gradient 5%–40% with 35 minutes running time was used.
The chromatographic system was directly coupled with electrospray ionization source of SolariX FTICR mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics, Germany) equipped with 15 T superconducting magnet.
Eluted peptides were analyzed in positive broadband mode with 1M transient data points over the
range 250–2500 m/z. Data independent mode was used while ESI-TOF tuning mix (Agilent
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Technologies, USA) served as a lock mass (m/z 922.0098) and as a center of isolation window of ±
500 Da for MS/MS. Fragmentation data were acquired with 22.5 eV collision voltage, 0.2 s MS/MS
ion accumulation and 2 accumulated scans per spectra.

2.4. Cross-links identification
In all the spectra, complete chromatograms were deconvoluted with SNAP 2.0 algorithm integrated in
Data Analysis 4.4 (Bruker Daltonics, Germany) and exported to the mascot generic files. Obtained
files were searched by StavroX 3.6.0.1 18 with the following settings. Protease sides and modification:
C-terminal cleavage of lysine, arginine and tyrosine with a maximum of 3 missed cleavages; static
modification carbamidation of cysteines; variable oxidation of methionines. For all experiments,
cross-linker was defined as C5H4O2 due to the same spacer composition of DSG and BS2G. Crosslinkers specificity was set for N-terminus, lysine, serine and tyrosine. Precursor and fragmentation
errors were set to 1.0 and 2.0 ppm, respectively. All cross-linked candidates were manually checked.

2.5. Relative quantification of cross-linked peptides
Ratio of light and heavy linker was determined for all identified cross-linked peptides as previously
published 17. Based on the previously established cross-links from StavroX, the most intense precursor
ion (charge state) for cross-linked peptide was selected and used for the creation of extracted ion
chromatogram in Data Analysis software. Final spectrum was exported as .XY file by sum of all
spectra where precursor ion for light and heavy cross-linked peptide was found. The ratio of light and
heavy linker was evaluated in mMass software (version 5.5.0) 19 by fitting experimental data with
theoretically simulated isotopic pattern for each cross-linked peptide.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Chemical cross-linking
The impact of cross-linker polarity on the final outcome was investigated on a well characterized BSA
that was widely used as model protein for several cross-linking studies 20. In this study, BSA was
modified by equimolar mixtures of DSG (“light form”) with d6-BS2G (“heavy form”) and BS2G
(“light form”) with d6-DSG (“heavy form”). For cross-linking reactions with mixtures composed of
DSG/d6-BS2G and d6-DSG/BS2G, 48 and 47 unique cross-links were identified respectively. For
further evaluation, cross-links confirmed in triplicates were only considered, and each of them was
confirmed in mass spectrum. Surprisingly, the observation of isotopic patterns in mass spectra of
identified cross-links, revealed that the ratios of light/heavy linked peptides for some cross-links were
way far from the expected ratio 50:50. To illustrate the observation of different ratios, two cross-links
K211–K242 (Fig. 2A-D) and K221–K294 (Fig. 2E-H) were selected as models. Figures 2A and 2E
represent spectra where cross-linking mixture of DSG/d6-BS2G was used. However, figures 2B and
2F show reciprocally labeled cross-linking mixture. The use of isotopically labeled cross-linkers
enabled monitoring of cross-linking probe origin. In the case of K211–K242 cross-link, the ratio of
light/heavy linked peptides revealed preferential formation of cross-linked peptides by non-polar DSG
(Fig. 2A, 2B). On the contrary, cross-link K221–K294 (Fig. 2E, 2F) showed an opposite trend where
modifications mainly came from polar BS2G cross-linker. Additionally, inverted ratio for DSG and
BS2G was observed from two experiments where reciprocal mixtures were used.
BSA was also cross-linked with equimolar mixtures of DSG/d4-DSG or BS2G/d4-BS2G to
support the previously observed phenomenon. Figures 2C, 2D and 2G, 2H show “doublet” isotopic
patterns for both cross-links with expected ratio of 50:50 for light/heavy form, ensuring the correct
sample preparation and chemical activities of the used cross-linking reagents. However, significant
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differences were observed in absolute intensities of these spectra for non-polar DSG/d4-DSG and
polar BS2G/d4-BS2G mixtures. For cross-link K211–K242, the use of non-polar mixture DSG/d4DSG (Fig. 2C) resulted in 3.5× higher absolute intensity when compared to the polar mixture
BS2G/d4-BS2G (Fig. 2D). This observation is in agreement with the previous results where DSG/d6BS2G and reciprocal mixtures demonstrated preference for non-polar DSG over K211–K242 crosslink. The same trend was observed for K221–K294 cross-link where the use of BS2G/4d-BS2G (Fig.
2G) resulted in more than 10× higher absolute intensity when compared with non-polar DSG/d4-DSG
(Fig. 2H).

3.2. Quantification of cross-links
From the 40 observed cross-links (Table S1) in both samples DSG/d6-BS2G and d6-DSG/BS2G, 39
were quantified for further investigation. The result of quantification is the ratio representing
preference for the given cross-link to non-polar DSG or polar BS2G cross-linker. Figure 3A and
Figure 3B represent the bar plot showing all cross-links with their calculated ratios for DSG/d6-BS2G
and d6-DSG/BS2G respectively. Cross-links were sorted by the increase in polarity with less polar
(left side) to the most polar (right side). The observed reciprocal pattern between Figure 3A and 3B
demonstrated the credibility of sample preparation and interpretation.
According to Figure 3A and Figure 3B, half of the cross-links preferred non-polar DSG crosslinker, and only 4 cross-links preferred polar BS2G. Overall, only 25% remained close to the 50:50
ratio. Indeed, control experiments revealed 50:50 ratios of light/heavy form over all 39 quantified
cross-links when mixtures of DSG/d4-DSG and BS2G/d4-BS2G were used (bar charts available in
supporting material as Figure S1).

3.3. BSA structure
To explain various preferences for both cross-linking probes, it is necessary to consider the protein’s
chemical properties. From several reported crystal structures of BSA, the structure with the highest
resolution (PDB: 4F5S) 21 was chosen for data visualization. To evaluate the polarity regions of
protein, color scheme based on amino acid hydrophobicity 22 was applied to the BSA structure where
red and white colors represent the hydrophobic amino acids and the hydrophilic residues, respectively.
Protein was visualized in surface representation with desired transparency (Fig. 4), and all quantified
cross-links were highlighted on structure connecting Cα–Cα atoms of cross-linked residues. For
simplicity, only two cross-links K524–K544 and K116–K431 were chosen to demonstrate the
observed phenomena. K524–K544 and K116–K431 were selected as an example for non-polar DSG
preferred cross-link and polar BS2G preferred cross-link, respectively. In the case of K524–K544 (Fig.
4A), both cross-linked residues were in close proximity to many hydrophobic amino acids. Due to the
restricted accessibility of polar BS2G cross-linker, K524 and K544 were preferentially connected to
less polar DSG cross-linker. Unlike the previous example, cross-link K116–K431 (Fig. 4B) was
situated in polar region where both cross-linked residues were surrounded by hydrophilic amino acids,
thus making this part of the protein more accessible to polar BS2G cross-linker. Therefore, significant
preference for BS2G cross-linker over DSG analog was expected and subsequently confirmed by our
quantitative cross-linking experiment.

3.4. Venn diagrams
Based on the position in the protein structure, few cross-links were predominantly favored by nonpolar or polar cross-linker as shown in Figures 3 and 4. Hence, the use of single cross-linker (DSG or
BS2G) could provide inconsistent results and non-preferential cross-links could be omitted due to their
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low abundance. Therefore, additional experiments were designed to establish this phenomenon. BSA
was cross-linked by non-labeled DSG, BS2G and added with equimolar mixture of DSG/BS2G,
keeping reaction conditions, data analysis and interpretation identical in all three cases as well as same
as that of previous experimental setup. Figure 5 represents positively identified cross-links in Venn’s
diagrams for triplicates using DSG, BS2G and its mixture (list of common cross-links for each
triplicate is available in Table S2). In principle, non-polar DSG (Fig 5A) and polar BS2G (Fig 5B)
enabled the detection of 47 and 46 cross-links, respectively. However, equimolar mixture of
DSG/BS2G (Fig 5C) provided 67 common cross-links (Fig. S2).
In agreement with our quantitative experiments, additional cross-links corresponded to the
distance constraints that were not present in samples where only single polarity cross-linking probe
was used. Therefore, usage of cross-linker mixture gained the number of identified cross-links for two
reasons: some cross-links were selective for polar or non-polar cross-linking probe, and the significant
increase in signal intensities facilitated successful cross-link identification in situations where the
cross-links were formed by both chemical probes (polar and non-polar).

4. Conclusions
In this article, we have demonstrated that the polarity of cross-linker leaving group had a significant
impact on the cross-linking results due to the difference in accessibility of cross-linking agent to
reactive residues. This effect was shown on BSA protein where the origin of cross-linker was tracked
by the use of isotopically labeled mixtures of DSG/d6-BS2G and d6-DSG/BS2G. Relative
quantification of cross-linked peptides revealed cross-links, which were predominantly modified by
non-polar DSG or polar BS2G. Additionally, preferences were correlated to the BSA structure, where
polar regions were predominantly modified by polar BS2G cross-linker and vice versa. To support our
findings, BSA was cross-linked with non-labeled DSG, BS2G and DSG/BS2G equimolar mixture.
The DSG/BS2G mixture provided 20 and 21 extra cross-links compared to the experiments where
only non-polar DSG and polar BS2G were used, respectively.
The minimal number of distance constraints required for ab initio protein structural model
design was one restraint per ten amino acids 4,5. In many cases, it was hard to reach the desired number
using cross-linker targeting primary amino groups, even with the higher amounts of lysine residues.
Indeed, the number of available residues, and mainly the lysine accessibility and reactivity, defined the
success of cross-linking reaction 23. Considering these limitations, it was suggested to block the most
reactive lysine residues by NHS-acetate prior to the cross-linking reaction or increase the extent of
cross-linker over the protein 24. This idea became obsolete since excessive cross-linking or
introduction of negative charge on lysine induced structural changes and potentially led to the creation
of artificial cross-links 13. To avoid this effect, the mixture of non-polar/polar cross-linker in slight
excess could be used within structural perturbation.
Taken together, these findings highlighted the role of cross-linker polarity for designing protein
cross-linking experiments and provided new insights into sample preparation where cross-linker
polarity played an important role.
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